Arab allies promise to fight Islamic State group

By Lara Jakes and Adam Schreck

JIDDAH, Saudi Arabia — Key Arab allies promised Thursday to join the fight against Islamic State militants, but NATO members refused to join in, signaling the struggle the U.S. faced in trying to get nations to push back the flow of fighters and funding to the enemy.

The nations of the region face a growing threat from the extremist group and work together to defeat a common enemy.

“The Arab states’ endorsement of a broad strategy to stop the flow of fighters and funding to the insurgents, and possibly to join military action, came as the CIA doubled its assessment of how many fighters the extremist group can mobilize,” the AP reported.

Kerry’s visit, on the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, was aimed at pushing down how many support regional allies are willing to give to the U.S. plan to beat back the Islamic State group, which has seized large chunks of Iraq and Syria.

The 10 Middle East allies announced their backing for a strategy to “isolate” the group. What it is, including in both Iraq and Syria, following a meeting with U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry in the Red Sea coastal city of Jiddah.

Kerry’s visit on the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks, was aimed at pushing down how many support regional allies are willing to give to the U.S. plan to beat back the Islamic State group, which has seized large chunks of Iraq and Syria.

The U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry speaks with Joseph W. Westphal US. Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, right, and Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal, left, during his visit.

Professors encourage students to be heard via voting

By Rebecca Flannery

According to a national report by the Common Cause Education Fund, student voter participation in the last election, college-aged students, ages 18-24, made up 8.5 percent of the electorate. This is down one percentage point from the election in 2010, according to the same report.

In addition, the Current Popula-
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Editorial

Baylor students are representatives of their university. It is up to those students to directly address the university’s representatives. Everyone is entitled to their own po-
tical views, but this does not entitle them
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The Baylor Lariat is giving one lucky reader a chance of a lifetime and it all starts with a click!

**RAPPEL Yourself into BAYLOR History!**

**HOW TO PARTICIPATE:**
Simply go to [www.baylorlariat.com](http://www.baylorlariat.com) and click on the red button to subscribe to the **NEW Baylor Lariat Newsletter**! Your subscription will automatically enter you to win a ticket to be one of the first people to ever *Rappel off the TOP OF McLANE STADIUM* on Saturday, September 27th!!

**Deadline to Enter is September 25th at 5:00 PM**
*Winner must be available to participate on given day or a new winner will be chosen by the Baylor Lariat. Zero cash Value.*
BU gun bill under debate

By Dylan Anderson

Reporter

The team filed the bills and asked for a Senate referral to the Law Enforcement and Public Safety Hearing so Senator Speaker, presented his proposed bill for the alleviation of concealed carry.

"I think we have to address the problem of gun violence and how we can effectively make our communities safer," said the Senator. "We need to do it in a way that respects the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding citizens while also protecting our citizens from harm.

The bill would allow for a point system for concealed carry permits, with points awarded for factors such as age, employment history, and criminal record. It would also allow for a three-year renewal period, with a background check required each time.

"I believe this bill will help reduce gun violence in our communities," said the Senator. "We need to take action and I think this bill is a good first step.

The bill has been referred to the Law Enforcement and Public Safety Hearing and will be held at a later date. It is not yet clear when the hearing will take place.

Comment

Tyler Lee

"I'm a big fan of the Second Amendment and I'm concerned about any bill that would take away rights," said Tyler Lee. "I think this bill is going to make our communities safer,

RACE TO RAISE MONEY FOR HUNGER RELIEF

By Janice Coven

Shippers Heart Food Pantry is offering the Waco community a chance to compete in the first Hungry Games Adventure Race to support hunger relief in Waco.

Starting at 9 a.m. Saturday at Indian Lake Park in downtown Waco, registered teams will compete against one another in the race to join the fight against hunger. Each team will consist of two to four people, and at least one team member must be 18 or older.

Denise Gay, race coordinator, said this is the first time the race will be held.

Gay said team members will follow clues to locations across downtown Waco and complete certain tasks or challenges that will give them a chance to compete in the first race and provide something fun and accessible for the Waco community.

"This involves kids and families and is also great for Baylor students to learn more about the area downtown," Sorley said.

A volunteer at Shippers Heart, Sorley and she hopes that this race will also bring awareness to the pantry and their mission to fight hunger.

"We had 600 families a week,

Sorley said. "There's so much hunger in Waco and this is bringing awareness to that case.

According to Texas Hunger Institute, Texas has a household food insecurity rate that is significantly higher than the national average.

In 2012, there were 4,926,000 food-insecure people in Texas. Gay said the organization hopes to continue the race every year to raise awareness.

"We wanted to bring awareness to Shippers Heart and also to the downtown area," Gay said. "We also wanted to promote businesses and have something new and exciting.

Registration will remain open until the race starts. It costs $40, and two to four runners.

Teams can register online at thehungrygames.org. Registration fees will support Shippers Heart and the Waco community.

More information can be found at thehungrygames.org and questions can be sent by email to 2014hungrygames@gmail.com.
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State fighters in Iraq
U.S. officials played down Turkey’s absence from the summit, noting that the Turk- ish government is still extremely concerned about the fate of its diplomats. A senior State Depart- ment official said the U.S. would continue to work with Tur- key to resolve the diplomat crisis, and said Ankara is in a difficult position as it tries to protect the hostages. The official was not as- sured that talks would produce positive results.

Several nations also expressed concern about the Islamic State group’s ideology, pro- tested its actions in the West and said it’s time for the international community to act.

Saudi Arabia, which has been reluctant to take a promi- nent role in the fight against the Islamic State group, announced Wednesday that it would join the U.S.-led campaign to combat the militants. The Saudi government is still extremely concerned about the fate of its diplomats. The official was not as- sured that talks would produce positive results.
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Bears on Parade: No. 8 Baylor ready for road opener at Buffalo

By Brian Doemel
Sports Writer

No. 8 Baylor football defeated its opponent with a combined score of 17-3 in the first two games at McLane Stadium, but questions still loom about the Bears’ offense and mental fortitude for their first away game of the season at 7 p.m. on Thursday against the University of Buffalo (1-1).

“I like the way we have approached each game,” sophomore receiver Antwan Good- Campos said. “We have had to go out there and compete every game just like we had to last week. I think people really about. I think we still have stuff to prove, but I think people are really making us do things. We have to prove ourselves, just like we did last week and we are ready to do the same thing. Offen versity of Buffalo (1-1).”

Baylor senior linebacker Bryce Hager recovered a fumble and runs for a touchdown against Buffalo on Sept. 7, 2013 in New York at 7 p.m. Tonight will be Baylor’s last game before starting conference competition. The Bears are still far behind as another good measuring stick for where they stand as a team.

“If we can hold our own and come in to conference competition, the Bears are going to give a great game and concentrate on doing that, we’re going to,” Head Coach Art Briles said. “For us, with momentum going forward, knowing that we can play against teams like Notre Dame, that means a lot to us. We have to make sure we have a deep bench and everyone is ready to go at all times.”

Just one person that’s going to match that kind of energy on the field, while also bringing quality. “[Baylor] is a good team, and it’s always great to get a win,” Notre Dame head coach Brian Kelly said. “We are going to give a great game and concentrate on doing that, we’re going to.”

“We have to prove ourselves, just like we did last week and we are ready to do the same thing. Offen versity of Buffalo (1-1).”

“It’s always great to get a win over Northwestern State sawing the three-game period,” Briles said. “I think they just like the way we have ap.

“You can’t go into these with the mindset of ‘We are Baylor so we are just going to win.’ We can’t wake up thinking we are going to win. We have to go in knowing they are going to give us their all and they are at home,” Stewart said. “We have ‘to go in there ready threeball.’

A hostile crowd is something Baylor football is mentally prepping for experience to Buffalo and that experience will serve the Bears well in big away games late in the season, including Texas and Oklahoma offshore tackle Spencer Drango said. “We do have lacking (away) game, early to get our young guys accustomed to it because I feel it’s putting to be what most Big 12 atmospheres are like Drango said. “It’ll definitely be good experience for them.”

Senior quarterback Bryce Petty will be back for the first time after missing the second half of the SMU game and the entire Northwestern State game due to back injury.

Baylor suffered two losses recently, wide receiver Corey Coleman, se- nior wide receiver Antwan Good- Campos said. “I think we have a deep bench and everyone is ready to go at all times.”
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